4th Corrigendum to
Bid-Document for IMU’s Computer based (online)
Common Entrance Test 2015

1. **In page 30 of the Bid Document in place of the existing para 7(b), the following shall be substituted:**

7(b). Details of CBTs/Projects successfully implemented by the Bidder during 2011-12, 2012-13, 2013-14 and 2014-15 in each of which the Test was administered to more than **20,000 candidates** in a single shift.

2. **In Page 30/31, in place of the existing para 8, the following shall be substituted:**

8. Details of CBTs/Projects successfully implemented by the Bidder during 2011-12, 2012-13, 2013-14 and 2014-15 which contained **ALL** five of the following components/activities: (a) Online Application Registration and processing, (b) Secure Payment Gateway and Offline (challan-based) Payment Management, (c) Hall Ticket/Admit Card upload, (d) CBT delivery in at least **35 Cities** across India, (e) Results processing.